Bruno Residential
Vertical Platform Lift

TAKE YOURSELF
HIGHER

www.bruno.com
FIT YOUR SPACE AND LIFE

MINIMUM SPACE. MAXIMUM REACH
Space-efficient Bruno wheelchair lifts can access up to 14 feet.

INDOOR OR OUTDOOR
Weather-resistant controls and specialized coating protect the unit. Combat extreme winters with the optional cold weather package.

HEAVY-DUTY LIFT CAPACITY
Lift capacity of 750 lbs (136 kg).

2-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

www.bruno.com
Give Your **Life a Lift**

Gain access to your porch, deck, or floor-to-floor without sacrificing space with a compact Bruno residential vertical platform lift. The quiet, smooth lift accommodates any wheelchair, power chair or scooter. Give yourself the freedom to get in and out of your home with just a push of a button. You’re in control.

**COUNT ON BRUNO QUALITY**

**EASY-TO-USE** — Pressure control rocker switch up/down operation. Automatic self-lowering ramp folds down for smooth roll on/off access; folds up when in use to create a safety barrier.


**SAFE** — Unit shuts down when obstruction is touched under platform. Emergency stop switch on platform.

**RELIABLE** — Continuously charged DC battery-powered motor on lifts 10 ft and above ensures operation even in a power outage. Affordable AC in 4- and 6 ft units (DC battery powered optional)

Gold warranty: 2 years, major components; 1 year, parts.

**OPTIONS TO MEET YOUR NEEDS**

- Top landing gate
- Landing call/send station
- Platform gate
- Multiple platform sizes and configurations
- Cold-weather package
- Paddle controls
- DC battery powered in 4- and 6-feet units
About Bruno

Bruno Independent Living Aids has helped improve the lives of people with limited mobility for nearly over 35 years. Engineered and manufactured in the USA, Bruno stairlifts and vertical platform lifts help people better access homes, public buildings and businesses, and Bruno’s full line of scooter/powerchair lifts help people easily transport their mobility devices. A family-owned business, Bruno takes pride in their unwavering focus on quality and safety and their position as industry innovation leader.

Proudly made in the USA.